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Instructions

1. You are advised to answer three (3) questions only

2. Answers must be legibly written and clearly articulated with examples where possible to illustrate your arguments.
1. Distinguish between the following terms as used in population Geography
   
   - In-migration and Immigration
   - Out-migration and emigration
   - Birth-rates and natural increase
   - Death-rates and natural decrease. 33mks

2. Discuss briefly what you understand by sustainable development 10mks
   
   List some of the factors that are included under social considerations when discussing Sustainable development. 10mks
   
   Choose two social factors and write short notes on them. 13mks

3. Urban Growth historically was faced by physical hindrances to growth and expansion, List and discuss the physical challenges showing how these challenges hindered growth. 33mks

4. What is rural exodus? 10mks
   
   Discuss the conditions that catalyse rural exodus? 23mks

5. What is the Malthusian theory of Population Growth? 10mks
   
   In your opinion is this theory relevant today when considering population growth? 23mks